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Awareness and Support: 2010ongoing
Site Planning: 2014-2018
Archaeological Investigations:
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016,
2017, 2018
Construction: To be determined

Happy Holidays
Camp Douglas Restoration Foundation is closing its eight year of
operation. The wonderful support we have received over these years has been
rewarding.
Whether it is generous financial support or the over 300 volunteers who
have participated in our archaeological work, each individual has made our
efforts successful.
The Board of Directors of CDRF wish all of our friends a happy holiday
season and our wished for a prosperous, safe, and healthy 2019.
THANKS FOR ALL YOU DO!!

Study of Five Factors Affecting Prisons Camps
Managing Director David Keller conducted research into
five factors affecting Civil War prison camps for the National
Park Service, Andrsonville National Site POW Research
Program. The factors are summarized here. See
www.campdouglas.org under the Info Reports tabs for a
complete copy of three reports.
1. Lack of a strategic plan for handling prisoners:
Prior to the Civil War, few prisoners were held by
warring armies. Exchange of prisoners was the
usual method of handling POWs. Neither the North
nor the South planned for POWs in advance. The
North used existing mustering-in facilities as
prisons. The South hastily used existing jails,
abandoned factories, and warehouses in Richmond
as prisons. Neither side anticipated using railroad
and river transportation to rapidly move POWs from
the war front.
2. Inadequate plan for long-term incarceration:
Under the Dix-Hill Cartel, prisoners were to be
paroled within 10 days of capture. This requirement
proved unworkable but was used as a reason to
defer prison improvements by both sides. As prison
populations grew (until two exchanges in mid-1862
and mid-1863), and exploded (after the termination
of exchanges in mid-1863) the problems with camps
were beyond correction. While the North attempted
to improve facilities, the attempts were too little too
late. The South was never able to make
improvements. In addition, the pressures of the war
led to constant moving of prisoners to additional
inadequate facilities.
3. Poor selection and training of camp command:

Neither North or South provided any training for
camp commanders. The Union employed colonels
and brigadier generals, usually from army units
mustering in at the facilities. This produced high
turn-over and often indifference on the part of the
officers. The Confederacy assigned junior officers
(lieutenants and captains) who had little influence
on improving conditions. This lack of training and
selection was a significant cause of poor camp
conditions.
4. Lack of training of guards: Guards were often
selected from troops available, rather than bring
specifically assigned to the task of guarding
prisoners. This resulted in inconsistent, and
frequently, brutal treatment of prisoners. None of
the guards at Civil War prisons had basic training
on their jobs.
5. Failure to provide individual soldiers with
information on how to behave as a prisoner: This
factor contributed significantly to the conditions of
individual soldiers. The rare example set by
Morgan‘s Raiders at Camp Douglas of supporting
their fellow prisoners and the negative actions of
“Raiders” at Andersonville, who preyed on fellow
soldiers, reflected the need to provide this training.
Standards for prisoner behavior was not codified in
the U.S. Army until the Code of Conduct was
published in 1955.
All of these five factors contributed to conditions during
the war
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Captain Albert Wilbur Diary
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